
PvP Shooter Game Reflective Report 
 
Functionality 
 
The application I have created is a Top Down Multiplayer Shooter game with a PvP focus. The 
aim of the game is to kill any other players on the server, doing so will reward you with points. 
These points are totalled and when you die or disconnect the total score of your points will be 
input into an online database, as long as your score is a new high score for you. This 
functionality is linked with the users username so that the database will know who scored and 
which person to check in the database to check for a higher score. When dead you will be able 
to see this leaderboard in its entirety and have the ability to change the map you will respawn 
on, as well as choosing when to respawn by hitting the Try Again button (see Figure 1).  
 

 
Figure 1: Leaderboard display upon death 

 
User Interaction 
 

 
Figure 2: Log in and Sign up 
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Players can sign up with usernames and passwords of their choosing, taking into account if the 
username has already been taken or not. Players can then log in with these usernames and 

passwords (see Figure 2). 
 
The controls of the game are quite simple with the movement mechanics bound to the WASD 
keys and the shooting mechanics bound to any mouse click for a single shot and spacebar for a 
triple shot(wide burst) (see Figure 3). Whilst moving around the map users can see their and 
others health through the health bar above their heads and also pick up health and score 
upgrades(score upgrade not spawning for unknown reason), which will increase the players 
health or score respectively (see Figure 4).  
 

 
       Figure 3: One player shooting the other one              Figure 4: 2 players stood next to health pick up 
 
Users can also use the chat functionality for a variety of reasons, whether that would be to 
message the all players on the server or private message a friend using the suitable message 
layout (@”username”:”message”) (see Figure 5). Another part of the functionality is of this chat 
box is being able to query the server, asking for information to be displayed in the console of the 
cmd window hosting the server locally. This is a handy tool for me whilst developing the game 
and it is unlikely I will take it out until the game/website is completely finished. This can be 
accessed by prefixing some code input with a forward slash, i.e /Bullet.list. This can however be 
used to crash the server if misused by any player, needing me to manually reset the server with 
a fresh deploy. I have implemented code to autoscroll to the bottom of the chat whenever the 
chatbox text is updated, or in other words when anyone submits text. 
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Figure 5: Chat box below game, from Ryan’s perspective 

 
Technology Overview 
 
 

Node.js Node.js is a JavaScript run-time environment used to execute specifically 
JavaScript code server-side. It has been used in this project to create the server 
for this game. 

Express Used with Node.js for the creation of the web-server, simplifying the code with 
app.use and app.get 

Socket.io A web socket technology that allows both the client and server side to message 
each other and have a response to the message with socket.emit and socket.on 
functions. 

Mongojs Mongojs is a Node.js module that emulates the official API of mongodb. This 
gives me read and write access to my online MongoDB database that is currently 
hosted through mlab 

Heroku I am using Heroku to host my server online so that people can connect to it from 
the internet rather than locally. 

 
Requirements 
 
To come up with my games requirements, I first took a look at what a generic top down shooter 
is. I took a look at a few examples of top down shooters and thought about what made them 
good or unique for someone to want to play it. After this I created user stories cases to fill out 
what I wanted to have in the game based on what players would want from a top down shooter 
(see Figure 6). 
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Figure 6: User stories board 

 
After I had finished writing the user stories for my project I then decided on my Agile 
methodology towards the project. As I have never utilised or created any databases or created 
any online multiplayer games before, I decided it was best to have a ScrumBan approach. This 
would allow me to set clear goals each week and if I beat them I could storm through extra 
work, but if I didn’t I wouldn’t get hung up on it and would attempt to do as much as I was able to 
do. Sometimes you run into problems and it sets you back in terms of where you thought you 
would be. 
 
Application Structure 
 
This application utilises client and server technologies and communications have been set up 
between the two for functionality reasons within the game (see Figure 7). 
 
The server tracks all players and other objects in the game and sends this information to the 
clients, so that the users game can display the correct information. This is also where all of the 
game logic happens. 
The client renders what the user should see and tracks any inputs from the user, this is then 
sent to the server, which then decides what to do with the inputs. 
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Figure 7: Application Structure 

 
 
Development Process 
 
When first setting up for this project, very shortly after creating my user stories I created a Trello 
board to help track what I was currently implementing, what I had implemented and what I still 
had to implement (see Figure 8). I used the In Progress list to track what I was currently 
scheduled to finish each week, so I would aim to do everything that was in the list before the 
week was up. I used what I thought the difficulty was with each task to decide how much I would 
try to complete in one week and put these tasks in the In Progress list. Once tasks are 
completed they are moved over to the Done list. 
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Figure 8: Trello board 

 
I also set up a GitHub repository at the start of the project to help version control the project 
(see Figure 9). This is useful in many ways apart from the obvious archiving of previous work. 
With the saving of previous versions it is easy to revert to these at any time should I break or 
otherwise lose any of the files in my current version that hasn't been committed and pushed yet. 
The project can also then be pulled down on to any computer, should I be working on a different 
machine at any point, which has been a useful feature I have enjoyed for years from GitHub. 
Although not relevant to this project GitHub also allows for multiple people to be editing and 
committing changed files at the same time. 
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Figure 9: GitHub Repository 

 
After setting up my game to be working online with multiple players, I looked at hosting my 
game online rather than locally, who with and why they would be best. After looking through a 
few options I decided to use Heroku as it had a completely free version with no need to put any 
card details in, along with an easy layout that I could understand and utilise effectively. I also 
enjoyed the interaction that I could set up between Heroku and GitHub. Heroku can 
automatically push any pushed commits from your GitHub repository straight on to the live site 
after checking that it compiles (see Figure 10). This feature is useful as I don’t have to manually 
re-deploy every time I commit but this is limited to once per day with the free account with 
Heroku. 
 

 
Figure 10: Heroku Web App Deploy Settings 
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During the creation and development of the top down shooter, I often used the Chrome Dev 
Tools to find errors, sometimes having to use console.log methods to ensure that certain code 
was being called when things didn’t happen as I had thought they would. This was a very useful 
way of finding errors on the client-side. I also used the localhost cmd window to find the 
server-side errors in the same manner as with the client-side ones. 

 
Performance 
 
To test my game for bugs that I could not see I had some friends and family play my game with 
me. I ensured to utilise friends and family that I could trust to be truthful about everything 
whether it was bad or good to get the best possible results. After testing for a few minutes with 
each part of the functionality, I got each of them to fill out a questionnaire that I had made (see 
Figure 11). This questionnaire shows the user scores as well as the average score for each 
question, with five being strongly agree and 1 being strongly disagree. 
 

 
Figure 11: User Questionnaire 

 
To test my games client-side functions I utilised the Chromes performance tool in the dev tools 
(see Figure 12). This allowed me to look at how much time was spent inside of each function, 
sometimes with not enough information to know which function it is. This helped me to find a 
few different functions that were taking up way too much load on the system. One of these was 
to do with how fast I was refreshing the score, as text is very costly to render. To combat this I 
put the score text in to a different canvas for UI and redrew the score only when it had changed. 
This cut back massively on the amount of time spent on rendering the score. I attempted to do 
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the same thing but with the server-side however I was unsuccessful in my attempts to npm 
install v8-profiler and couldn’t find an alternative. 
 

 
Figure 12: Client-side Profiling 

 
The responsiveness of the webpage loading is an important factor with any website, with users 
usually getting bored and not bothering with it after two seconds of load time. As we can see 
from Figure 13 the webpage loaded in just 456ms, just under half a second which is very fast 
compared to the most used sites, mostly social media sites. This is hardly comparable though 
as my functionality doesn’t really come close to sites like Facebook or Netflix. 
 

 
Figure 13: Network Load 
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Personal Reflection 
 
I am proud of what I have accomplished here with my first project to use multiplayer functionality 
and a database. I like how fast and responsive the game is and currently how it plays and it has 
definitely offered me some entertainment with a few of my friends and family. I am happy with 
how I have utilised the database to create a leaderboard and with how well it works. I also am 
very proud of how I have advanced my utilisation of technologies such as Node.js and 
Socket.io. I have never used any additional technologies apart from pure HTML, CSS and JS 
prior to this module when creating a website, aside from Phaser and JQuery which I didn’t even 
understand properly when I did use them. 
 
I feel that if I had more time or more experience with websites to begin with I would have had 
more time to make the website look better and add more functionality to the game itself. I would 
have been able to utilise more libraries to create this functionality with and likely would have had 
time to include tests and my own jenkins server that could run the tests and push it to my live 
site. I would have also liked to include some server-side profiling to test the functions load. 
 
Overall though I feel that I accomplished what I had set out to do but not presented as well as I 
would have liked. Given more time or if I started again now, I feel that my project would be twice 
as good with all the knowledge I have gained, and the time I would have to do more research 
would only improve this. 
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